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Abstract- Test and calibration cost is a bottleneck to reduce device. Hence, there is a need to find new electrical tests to
the overall production cost ofMEMS sensors. One main reason extract the specification parameters.
is the cost of generating non electrical test stimuli. Hence,
replacing the functional multi-domain test equipments with The full electrical method proposed in [3] for capacitive
electrical ones arouses interest. The focus of this paper is on MEMS accelerometers, shows a good potential for diagnosis
sensitivity testing and calibration through fully electrical and might be used for calibration. It is based on a finite
measurements. A new method based on analytical expressions of element model that offers a good accuracy. Pull-in voltage
the sensitivity with respect to both physical parameters of the and resonant frequency are measured to feed an algorithm
structure and electrical testparameters is proposed. The accuracy
of the method is evaluated by mean of a high level model j
including global and intra-die mismatch variations. It is shown with the experiment. According to the authors, the model
that an accurate estimation of the sensitivity can be achieved could be used for calibration once the adjustment procedure
using only electrical measurements and that the dispersions on is done. However, the computation time needed by such
the sensitivity can be divided by about 7 after the calibration technique is clearly prohibitive for production testing.
procedure. These results are promising enough for high volume In this paper, we use an analytical method to extract the
production of lOW-COSt sensors.

sensitivity of capacitive MEMS accelerometer from three
parameters that can be measured electrically: the natural

I. INTRODUCTION pulsation, the pull-in voltage and the electrostatic sensitivity.

MEMS are multi-domain systems that benefit from the Once the sensitivity is estimated, it can be used for
batch manufacturing capabilities of the semiconductor specification-based test or calibration. The paper is focused
industry. Their implementation is increasing in applications on the sensitivity because it is considered to be the most
requiring high volume and low cost. Their deployment for difficult parameter to estimate without a calibrated
this kind of applications is expected to keep on growing, acceleration. For example, the offset can be directly
depending on the maturity of the manufacturing techniques. electrically measured at the output of the sensor if the
Therefore, there is a need to reduce the test cost which is an acceleration applied to the accelerometer is null. The
important part of the total manufacturing cost and to method is clearly suitable for production in terms of
leverage the test techniques to high volume. computation time. The accuracy of the estimated sensitivity
The classical test techniques for MEMS sensors are is evaluated using a high level model including mismatch.

mainly functional. They basically consist in measuring The paper is organized as follows. First, the generic
directly all the specifications of the device. For example, to model of capacitive MEMS accelerometer is presented in
measure the specified sensitivity of an accelerometer, a section II together with the parametric fault model. The
calibrated acceleration is applied to the device through a proposed method is then described in section III. Finally,
shaker. However, the generation of calibrated non-electrical evaluation results are presented in section IV.
stimuli is generally more expensive than the generation of
electrical stimuli and requires specific equipment for each II. MODEL
type of sensor. A. Accelerometer model

Recently, defect-oriented techniques based on electrical
tests have been developed for surface micromachining [1] The device under test is a MEMS capacitive
and bulk micromachining [2] technologies. Although they accelerometer with a differential structure formed by
are proven efficient to detect specific defects, parametric interdigitated fingers, as represented in Figure 1. This kind
variations are not considered and a final functional test of structure is widely used and commercialized by some
remains often necessary to guarantee that all the products semiconductor manufacturers (e.g. Analog Devices). It is
satisfy the specifications. Furthermore, the measurement of typically fabricated through surface micromachining and
functional parameters is often necessary to calibrate the associated with CMOS electronic.
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introduced to represent the variations between sensing / VCO control voltage. Alternatively, other type of closed
driving fingers and group 1 / group 2. Their expected value loop circuit can be used, as for example, the sensor put in an
is 0 and their symbol is a for the area and 6 for the distance. oscillator loop. The loop will oscillate at the resonant
The eight dimension parameters of the model given in frequency. Here, the resonant frequency is very close to the
Figure 3 are finally defined by the following expressions: natural frequency because the system is softly damped. The
a,, = a x (I-acsd/2) x (1-U,12/2) d,1 = g x (I-6sd/2) x (I-6S12/2) expression of the natural pulsation is given by:
a,2 = a x (I-asd/2) x (I+±U,12/2) d,2 = g x (I-6sd/2) x (I+6S12/2) K

adl (axkd) x (l±Usd/2) X (l-oLd12/2) ddl = g x (l+6sd/2) x (I-6d12/2) M0|
ad2 = (axkd) x (l±+sd/2) x (l+Udl2/2) dd2 = g x (l+6sd/2) x (1+6d12/2) M
The generation of parametric faults on the distancety

between the sensing fingers is illustrated in Figure 4. The
principle is the same for the area parameter. As the driving This parameter is derived from the average of two
area is smaller than the sensing area, it is simply multiplied measurements: the sensitivity of the output Vout with respect
by a constant kd, which is equal to 3/10 in the study. Hence, to the square of a small signal applied to the input Vdl and
the global variations on the sensing and driving areas are the one with respect to Vd2. The electrical test setup is
identical relatively to the nominal value. described in Figure 5.

d.16,dl V1 fj V~1~~ZI~
Globaldistributio out Jc O 2=Vo/ViGlobal distri Intra-die mismatch 0 V, -- 1 Vo oi

buttadiismtc _ d2wtepett d rV.I eut n

(sensing I driving) Sv= (SoloSo2/2
L v .dl S

vVd2 ensor V~~~~~out Vo v2=Vo2 / i22
dd dd dds v2 Vd2

igP dsDsru121 Figure 5. Electrical test setup for measuring Sv
Intra-die mismatch
(sensing iI sensing 2) If no mismatch is considered, the small signal electrical

globalparametric variation will alo be i on G In the osensitivitiesSb1,Sa 2 and the averageSrm are equal. Under this
Ili ofdsy condition Sa can be expressed by deriving the expression of

I p ddi1wd121 Vou with respect to Vdt ortVd2. It results in:Intra-die mismatch inta s
(driving 1 /driving 2) GGE02 a2 kd (2)

dd2 dd ddl

Figure 4. Distribution of the distance gap between fingers 3) Pull-in voltage. Vp
(determination of d,1, d,2, ddl and dd2)

The pull-in effect occurs when the spring force is not
Ta hepelectric gain is ak io accun i n the sufficient to compensate the electrostatic force. It can be

tlobal paretric varat ion willalsoabeiedn G.asie observed by applying a voltage ramp onVdl orVd2 (Figure
follachwisn of thesu alnormal distbeution wl be applIe 6). The ramp should be slow enough to maintain the sensor

on proesao of the g a mes Dd, va, G.of proof mass in a quasi-static state. The pull-in voltage is the

theseprocess rssale we conir that theexpected vableof input voltage at the time the absolute value of the output
thenseprametersiwillcbeitheir eno inal valuetgve inoTal voltage changes suddenly and goes into saturation. If the

Whsenrintra-die mismaetc iake into ut, aiomalch saturation occurs before the pull-in voltage is reached, it can
distribution isapledctica tespach moneofth mismt be measured by accessing an internal node in the signalparameers:c~d,Ul2, Ud2, 6s, 6s12 6d12conditioning chain where the electronic gain is lower. The

electrical parameter Vp is the average of the pull-in voltages
III1)TEST METHOD measured on both driving fingers.

The proposed test procedure assumes that the electronic
stages have been tested and the overall gain has been Ramp ipVdl Se[so '0t
characterised. Consequently, G will be a known parameter 0 V - d Vp........
in the rest of the study. This may require additional design VP = (Vpl+VpY2)2
for test structures but this is not the focus of this paper. We 0 V Vdl ensor v0ut
also assume that the driving electrodes (Vdl and Vd2) are Ramp Vd2the
externally accessible. Figure 6. Electrical test setup for measuring VP

A. Electrical testparameters If the mismatch is neglected, V epandsV2 are the same

Whenoeatnft the natural pulsacyantion,b theduefoutu phae .278.( d

shf;tentrlfeunycnte eddcdfo h to the model parameters. It can be expressed by deriving the



expression of the output with respect to the acceleration tolerance range can be defined from the specified resolution
input. If intra-die mismatch is neglected, it results in: and dynamic range. This is not the focus of the paper but the

S 2 G-M*£0 a (4) rejection of sensors can be included in the proposed
K. d2 procedure. The whole test and calibration procedure is

The equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) form a system that can summarized in Figure 7.
be solved if at least one of the following four model
parameters is known: K, M, a, d. Assuming one out of the
four parameters is known, the sensitivity can be expressed
with respect to this parameter. It results in four expressions
of the sensitivity:

1 27 S- V (5)
d 4 2

0 no _ es
2 4

1 729 S, V4 (6)
32-G-80 (O
+2 vG*Sv (7)

SK=K 2 1w02 * kd
Figure 7. Flow chart of the test and calibration procedure

2 G S (8)SM . V After the device is calibrated, its sensitivity has to be
NO kd within the tolerance range. This will depend on the accuracy

These expressions depend on the electrical test parameters of the evaluated sensitivity.
defined in the previous section c0, S , VP, and on the model
parameters K, M, a, d. For each fabricated sensor, the IV. EVALUATION OF THE METHOD
electrical test parameters can be measured. In contrast, the The evaluation consists in determining the accuracy of the
values of K, M, a, d are not precisely known for each ...
fabricated sensor as they vary from one fabricated sensor to evaluated sensitivity. For this purpose, the method iS applled
another. However, we can approximate them with a typical on a pouato of sesr,gnrtdb.ot alanother.However, , can .x .e with....a..typical. , simulations with the parametric fault model described inmean value. The error due to this approximation will be

section II. The method is first evaluated with idealevaluated in the next section of the paper. conditions i.e as
Finally, to obtain a single evaluation of the sensor

process is well-centered. We will then investigate the effectsensitivity, we can make the average of the four previous processitill theinvestigate the
expressions: ~~~~~~~~ofmismatch and process drift on the accuracy of the

expressio+sa +SKevaluated sensitivity.Sd + Sa + SK + SM '

e4 A. No mismatch - Centeredprocess

C Test &calibration procedure In this subsection, the mismatch parameters (usd, Us2, UdI2,
This evaluation oftesnsitvit(Sel 6sd, 612, 6d12) are set to zero. The expected values of the

parmtsealuation ofheusensirtiity (S o ealeatric. global parameters (K, M, D, d, a, G) are set to the nominal
parufametuers can e usmaked fore test andth calibricati, values (cf. Table I), which constitutes the initial conditionsManufacturers have to make sure that all the fabricated of th prcdr.Tesadr.eito ftegoa
accelerometers are within the range given by the datasheet. parameters is set to 10% of the expected value. This resultsFor some low-cost applications this tolerance rangaisunath in a standard deviation of 30 on the real sensitivity
order of +/-15%o. It can be less than 1%o for accuracy ditbuon
demanding applications. Usually, for capacitive MEMS ditbuondemandinga U f cpiv M

2000 Monte Carlo runs are simulated. For each simulation,accelerometers, the variation of the sensitivity of fabricated the real sensitivity to the applied acceleration and the
functional sensors is much larger than the tolerance range. A electrical test parameters are calculated. From the electricalcalibration of the sensitivity is therefore necessary to obtain

t t
It an edne y pogrmmig te gin test parameters and the initial conditions, the foursatisfactory yield. sensitivities given by equations (5) to (8) are evaluated.of the signal conditioning chain through some fuses or an

Results are summarized in Figure 8, which presents the fourEEPROM. The calibration coefficient by which the gain has evaluated sensitivities with respect to the real sensitivity.
to be multiplied can be evaluated from the specified Each point corresponds to one sensor and the straight linesensitivity Sspec and the evaluated sensitivity Se by the ratio
Sspec Se- sensitivity is equal to the real sensitivity
The evaluated sensitivity can also be used for test purpose.y qy

.. Two parameters can be calculated from the plot to assessOne ca cosie thtasno.hudb eetdi t how well the evaluated sensitivity fits the ideal line. The
sestvt is to frfo th spcie vau. A.i first one iS the standard deviation of the evaluated sensitivity

variation Of sensitivity can reveal an intolerable defect. wihrsetoteraln:
Furthermore, if the sensitivity iS too low, the sensor
resolution will be degraded. If the sensitivity is too high, the sX=st||(10)
sensor dynamic range will be reduced. Therefore, a S



where std( is the standard deviation function. This figure of As the standard deviation on the global parameters has
merit is equal to 0 if the ratio between the two sensitivities is been set to 10% relatively to the nominal value, the standard
constant. In other terms, it means that all the points of the deviation figure is 5% for SK. By the same demonstration
graph are aligned on a line crossing the origin (0;0). we found that stdsd is 10%, stdsa is 10% and stdsM is 5%.
The second parameter is the difference between the mean These values are in agreement with the simulation results.

of the sensitivity ratio and the ideal mean: Finally, the evaluated sensor sensitivity (Se) can be
= E( s)-I (11) computed as the average of the four sensitivities. This

USX- Sx evaluated sensitivity is plotted in Figure 9 with respect to
where E( is the expected value function, i.e. mean function. the real sensitivity. It can be seen that the standard deviation

figure of merit is improved while the mean figure is still
Ideally, this figure of merit is equal to 0. If both figures of very good. This demonstrates the ability of the proposed
merits are equal to 0, the evaluated sensitivity is exactly method to accurately estimate the sensitivity of the sensor
equal to the real one. from electrical measurements, in case of a centered process

1 |r with no mismatch.
s= 9.82% eCa = 10.16% a

O 2Sd0N O 2 ESa
08
O4

e= 04
0 S 0.72 %0Psa608 0.29 0.4 06 . 10

....... ........ Ch e 4 ,

S (V/g) S (V/g) c

........_ .2 06 1

1~~~~~~~~~ 0 1 7s(V/g)

4 PSK 0. 11% 0.4 -SM = -0.15% -Figre 9. Plot ofSe with respect to the real sensitivity
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~~~~~~~SKM To illustrate the calibration c aa1lyofthe method, the

0X2tP X w fie 0s2ERE rp sensors by applying the calibration coefficient to the initial

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 sensitivity S:
S (VIg) S S = Sspec (14)

Figure 8. Plots of Sd, Sa, SK and SM with respect to the real sensitivity cal

Analyzing the results of Figure 8, we can observe that the The specified sensitivity is set to the nominal sensitivity
relative mean figure 1SX is very close to 0 for all of the four value extracted from the model and the nominal model
evaluations. It is to note that the same model is used for the parameters values. It could be set to any value depending on
simulations and the extraction of the four sensitivities; the the specification that is expected, without affecting the
parameter x is therefore the only unknown and source Of accuracy of the calibrated sensitivity. The distributions of
error for the sensitivity Sx. Furthermore, as its value is set to the initial sensitivity S (before calibration) and the new
the expected value in the process we are simulating, the sensitivity Scal(after calibration) are presented in Figure 10.
error on the parameter x is null on average. Therefore, we The relative difference of the expected value with respect to
simply observe that the error on the four evaluated Sspec is directly given by the mean figure of Se:
sensitivities with respect to the real sensitivity is also null on E(Sictiv) -Ss:ec / (15)
average. sspec

Apart from simulations, the standard deviation figures can The standard deviation of Seal relatively to the Sspec is
also be deduced from uncertainty calculation. Taking into directly given by the standard deviation of Se:
account that the error on the sensitivity A\Sx and the error on Std(Scai) _ (16)
the initial condition parameters \x are relatively small, the Sse - nSe
ratio of sensitivity can be expressed as follows:(aferclibrtionarpreentei

S _ S -S1 ___ -)aX (11l) c=0.1034 alc= 0.014- ~ 1- ~1- (XX =0.59I1=.36
Sx S+A/SX S cix(n s 0 .l p =0.3499 [10zl se=0.34683

with x= {d,a,K,M} and xsnbeing the nominal value of x. # r ifeec #t

504i'^'l w 200k-i|0
For example, for tK we have from equation (7): _eeidrcalirtnChaigrOS5:

iK~ K n (12) 0i 0.2 0.4 06E 0. 1 0 027 04 (VS 0 e

average. S~spee se

where K11 is the nominal spring constant value taken as an a.beoeclrain.afrclbatn
initial condition and K the actual value. Figure 10. Distributions of cadl t S
Applying equation (11) results in:

a n tS K a We can observe in Figure 10 that the dispersion on the

K std(t ) stm r- 32 std( AK ) (13) sensitivity is reduced by a factor 7.5. Furthermore, theratio ofsesiiv2Kpre S) 2.Kn sensor sensitivityis still centered on the specified value after



calibration; the centering on the nominal (and specified) The figures of merit obtained under these conditions are
value is even improved on the example of the Figure 10. summarized in Table III. It can be observed that the
The resulting maximal relative error is equal to 15.19%. standard deviation is not strongly degraded. In contrast, the
This error is acceptable for some low-cost applications. mean figure is significantly degraded.

B. Mismatch included- Centeredprocess 1 3 . ci=0.016
i =0.3599 . ..40.;vv.p=0.4054In this subsection, the intra-die mismatches have been 100 0.3599 40 0..405

included in the simulation while we still assume that the # 2Intue S0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.........3473 300 SpcO37

process is centered on the nominal values of the model 50
parameters. The standard deviation of the global parameters 1i0
remains set to Ioo and the standard deviation of the 0.2 0A o.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0i4 O.6 0.8 1
mismatch parameters is set to 2%. Such a mismatch results s (V/g) SC,, (V/g)
in a standard deviation of 7g for the equivalent input offset. Sspec Sspec
Obviously, this value is unrealistic and shows how much the a. before calibration b. after calibration
mismatch has been exaggerated. Figure 11. Distributions of the S and Scal for a non-centered process

As in the previous subsection, Monte-Carlo simulations As we can see in Figure 11, the distribution of Seal is no
have been conducted to generate a population of sensors. more centered on Sspec, introducing an error on the calibrated
For each sensor of the population, the real sensitivity to the sensitivity. However, the maximal error between Sspec and
applied acceleration and the estimated sensitivities Scal is less than +40%, whereas the maximal error between
calculated from the electrical test parameters have been the sensitivity S and Sspecwas about +200%.
determined. Results are summarized in Table II in terms of
figures of merit for the extracted sensitivities. It can be IV. CONCLUSIONS & PERSPECTIVES
clearly seen that, despite the exaggerated mismatch taken The proposed method shows potential for testing a large
into account, it has no significant impact on the accuracy of sensitivity variation due to process scatterings. It can be
the evaluated sensitivity. combined to existing fully electrical defect-oriented tests in

TABLE II order to guarantee good fault coverage.
EFFECT OF THE MISMATCH ON THE METHOD ACCURACY It also offers a good potential for calibration of capacitive

No mismatch Mismatch accelerometers in production. The dispersion on the
Sensitivity Standard Mean% Standard sensitivity can be potentially improved by a factor 7 even if

Meanl ~tsx deviation Meax0ls deviation0l the device is subjected to strong intra-die mismatch
|Sd 0.72 (9.82 1.09 10.59) variations. The accuracy could be suitable for test and

Sa 0.91 10.16 0.54 11.11 production of low-cost products. Further evaluation will
SK 0.11 5.19 -0.13 5.49 consist in using a more detailed model or sample devices to
SM -0.15 5 0.352 5.56 see the robustness of the method.
Se -0.14 4 -0.17 _ _4 As the method assumes that the typical mean conditions

of some model parameters are known to achieve a good
C No mismatch - Non-centeredprocess accuracy, further improvements of the method concerns the

improvement of the accuracy with respect to the process
In this subsection, we consider that the process has drifted stability. The proposed method can also be improved if one

Consequently, it is no longer centered on the typical mean parameter is subjected to less variation than the others or
values that have been characterized before. Although the more information is known about it.
mismatch has no significant impact, it has been removed to The method may have a potential for self-test and self-
clearly see the effect of the process stability only. The calibration as the all the measurements are electrical and
expected value of d and a are changed by -20% and the one may be done on-chip.
on K and M by +20%. According to equations (5) to (8)
these variations are chosen in order to increase the values of REFERENCES
the four sensitivities.
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